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CHAPTER ONE: 
Rediscovering Community 

INTRODUCTION 

Architecture can evoke emotional and 
intellectual experiences, express ideas, present 
images, promote contemplation and provide shelter. 
However, when these are done without considerations 
for human interaction and community, architecture 
cannot happen since the most important reasons for 
building are neglected. Meeting human needs and 
establishing community are far more crucial to 
architecture than ideas and images. This chapter 
explores community concepts and how human needs are 
met by those concepts. 

MISCONCEPTIONS 

In 1955, a sociologist by the name of George 
Hillery collected nintey-four definitions for the 
word "community."[1] This indicates a wide range in 
scope as to what the public believes constitutes a 
true community and what does not. Webster's 
Dictionary assists in the erosion of the communal 
concept by defining a community in part as "a body 
of people.. .1iving in one locality."[2] While 
proximity, as discussed later, is an inherent 
characteristic of the true community, it certainly 
cannot foster community alone. 

Possibly one of the most degrading misconceptions 
about contemporary communities lies in the way its 
evolution is commonly thought as being economic 
in nature. This concept is the economic theory 
of urban evolution and Is summarized below:' 



1.) Nomadic hunting and gathering tribes first 
begin to settle only after agricultural 
discoveries are made. 

2.) The year-long process of planting, 
cultivating, harvesting and storing foods 
encourages the tribe to build permanent 
variations of previously employed mobile 
shelters. These are usually located on 
southern sloping sites near a water source for 
warmth and convenience. As farming techniques 
improve and animals are domesticated, surplus 
food harvested is then traded for 
other foods or goods. 

3.) Market towns grow where trade routes 
intersect and at natural harbors. 

4.) The distribution of new technology along the 
trade routes gives rise to palace and 
fortified cities as the surplus food is 
collected by means of military coerslon such as 
taxation. 

5.) The political city is born of popular 
revolutions over ruling nobilities. The 
resulting democracy reallocates surplus to 
craftsmen and clergy. 

6.) The industrial city emerges when the 
mechanics of crossbows, catapults and cannons 
are creatively reapplied into agriculutural 
machine technology thus further reducing the 
need for mass numbers of farmers. Urbanization 
quickly ensues.[3] 



In some ways, this theory is true. It presents a 
logical progression from roaming tribes to dense 
superblock of housing and office space. In so 
doing, however, the economic theory ignores the 
influenece of a majority of human needs on the built 
environment and assumes that the built environment 
soley exists for reasons based in economics, 
convenience and greed. By reducing the evolution of 
the city to this, the definition of the human is 
also reduced to an independent unrelated member of a 
vast apathetic constituency. 

Community, born from the built environment 
sensitive to a full range of human needs, includes 
not only economics, but physiological, security, 
affiliation, esteem and cognitive needs. It follows 
that building design must be rooted in community if 
it is to achieve architecture. 

FOUNDATIONS FOR COMMUNITY 

As discussed in the orevious seament. the word 
"community" carries much deeper connotations than the 
all too common real estate agent's notion of 
occupied dwellings of similar Tocal. Community is 
about people, about the way they interact and in the 
places they interact. In his book. The Art of 
Community, Spencer MacCullum defines community as 
"an occupation by two or more persons oT a place 
divided into private and common areas according to a 
system of relations which defines and allocates 
responsibility for the performance of all activities 
that might be required for its continuity."[4] 



An analysis of the definition illustrates that the 
human element is paramount for community to exist. 
The human, the way he relates to others, and how 
his activities are pursued, become the basis for 
community. To further this aim. Professor Baker 
Browne!1 suggests that community is not a definable 
entity, but a fluid composite which derives its 
boundaries from a variety of disciplines; each with 
its own definition. The sociological concept of 
community deals with groups of people who know one 
another well. Statistics view community as a 
geographical place designation for a group of people. 
A social group with phyletic unity comprises the 
biological concept while philosophy sees the 
community as a "timeless unity of human meanings" 
and in this sense is both "concrete and 
metaphysical."[5] From these concepts Brownell 
forms five basic characteristics which he identifies 
as necessary for the formation of the true 
community: 

1.) The community is intimate by nature. Intimacy 
in community is formed when neighbors know one 
another well and a high degree of face to face 
interaction occurs easily and casually. This 
is also known as the formation of primary 
groups. 

2.) The community possesses inner diversity. 
Interdependence of communal neighbors allows 
different members of the group in catagories of 
age, sex, skill, and function, allows for mutual 
service and allows complementary relationships to form 
where community members provide what the 
individual lacks. 
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3.) The community is an inclusive, cooperative 
group where many life functions are carried on 
together. Community cohesion extends from the 
sharing of several life functions (e.g. religion, 
education and recreation). 

4.) Solidarity is formed within a community where 
the group has a sense of belonging or identity. 
This implies that community life is a 
significant part of the individual's life.. 
This solidarity can be expressed aesthetically, 
morally and spiritually. 

5.) The community is a small group where each 
individual knows a significant number of others 
as whole persons, not "functional fragments." 
Or in other words, the individual is 
significant to the community. The size and 
limits of the community is limited to the 
capacity of each to allow for the integrated 
experience of its members.[6] 

Intwined in the above definitions and 
characteristics is an inherent sensitivity to a 
full range of human needs. The basic physiological 
needs of food, water and shelter are assumed. The verjjl 
nature of a community defines private and common areasj' 
and needs as safety, security and affiliation. '' 
Affiliation and personal/group integrity needs are ' 
addressed by the intimate, diverse and inclusive ' 
qualities found in the community. Actualization needsii 
of control and territory are evoked by the community's ! 
limited scale. Cognitive needs of beauty and knowledge 
are alluded to through solidarity. The built envlronme: 
should address all these needs in order to approach 
architecture. 



ARCHITECTURAL RESPONSES TO COMMUNITY 

Shelter and physiological satisfactions are 
the most basic of needs that buildings must address. 
Even though shelter neglects a majority of human 
needs, community is still possible, but highly 
unlikely. It depends solely on the occupants to 
find their own definiton of community. The built 
environment can, however, encourage community by 
respecting all human needs. One way is to accept 
Professor Brownell's five communal characteristics 
as design guidelines. 

First, architecture must provide a setting for 
the complete experience of social unity; settings 
for intimacy, formation, continuance of primary social 
groups. Both interior and exterior spaces, private 
and shared should, therefore, encourage various levels 
of interpersonal interaction. At one extreme are private 
sleeping chambers; public gathering areas are at the 
chambers while public gathering areas are at the 
other. In between are numerous transitional spaces 
allowing private or semi-private observation of 
public activities and niches within and bordering on 
public spaces allowing for conversations, 
demonstrations, trade, impromtu and planned 
performances of any number of human interactions. 
Perhaps, also, are places for limited or 
non-interaction for casual reading or "people-
watching." This allows the individual to find one's 
own level of intimacy dictated by the level of 
interaction sought. Community is in part make up of 
an intimate public. 



Second, inner-diversity is expressed by 
architecture through the celebration of many diverse, 
yet complimentary functions. Interior and exterior 
spaces and functions separated by envelope 
still share common spacial definers. The various 
functions of a community can be identified by 
relationships, form and differences in scale. An 
anonymous structure housing various, unrelated 
functions degrades the identity of the spaces 
contained and those who occupy them. 

Third, the inclusivness of the community should 
be expressed. While the relative privacy or 
publicness should be communicated, no function 
should be completely separate from a public center 
whether that center is interior or exterior. The 
intention of the public center freely encourages 
community, not isolation. 

Fourth, the solidarity of the community can be 
expressed so that the identity of the place reflects 
the indentity of the people. Accomplished through 
the use of appropriate concept, ornament, materials 
and material treatments, the built environment 
embodies the character of the community, 
community. 

Finally, because architecture and community 
fall within the boundaries of human comprehension. 
Brownell suggests that the size of the group and the 
built community be limited to allow for the 
individual's significance within the community. 
Architecture meets individual esteem needs by 
creating a feeling of significance for the 
individual, not by overpowering one with enormous 
masses. 
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CASE STUDY ONE: An Anc ien t Cornmun 

One of the oldest archaeological communtiy sites 
known is Catal Huyuk, a puebloesque settlement which 
housed about sixty thousand people across almost 
thirty acres. In many ways, Catal Huyuk 
demonstrated how a built environment expresses 
community. First, of 139 buildings, almost a third 
are shrines larger than the neighboring resideces 
and lavishly decorated with religious carvings and 
paintings. Second, Instead of streets a highly' 
Intricate system of roof terraces connected by 
ladders with views onto other plazas and shrines 
suggested a hierarchy of civic involvement. Both 
the privacy of the individual families and the civic 
importance of the shrines and public plazas are 
respected. Third, the tool kit that archaeologists 
have pieced together suggest that the Catalians were 
late paleolithic hunter-gather's rather than 
neolithic farmers. These three examples suggest 
that the settlement was built for cultural not 
agricultural reasons. Dedication to group 
objectives, such as building shrines, stems from 
religious participation. It is quite possible the 
Catalians enjoyed a high degree of social equality 
since their buildings lacked an extensive power 
structure. For example, the surviving artwork seems 
to highly revere the females. Social responsibility 
was manifested in duties to one's family and 
religious obligations. Good conduct anonymity due 
to the compact density and civic recognition. 



There are three tribal concepts which were 
proballby applied to the commuity cohesion of Catal 

Three tribal concepts likely applied to the 
community cohesion of Catal Huyuk. The first 
concept is an ongoning respect for individual 
uniqueness and free-will from early nomadic times. 
Another is the scale of the buildings themselves. 
Nomadic shelters tended to be small and temporary 
for easy transportation. The occupants were 
comfortable with humanly scaled camps. Large 
monumental buildings were not conceived , even for 
civic uses. This reminded the community dweller 
that group objectives were important, but not so 
dominant as to overpower the individual. The third 
concept is the use of public interaction space. 
When tribes were nomadic, matters affecting the 
group in general would surface periodically. These 
matters would have to be settled on a face to face 
level, perhaps with everyone sitting around a fire. 
The many plazas of varying privacy and the vast size 
of Catal Huyuk imply built expressions of 
interpersonal relationships, from nomadic elder 
meetings around a fire to feasts at a table. 

Catal Huyuk,.one of the earliest examples of 
architectural human history, demonstrated concern 
for a high degree of community be meeting community 
and individual human needs.[7] 



CASE STUDY TWO: A Contemporary Community 

San Diego, California, is home to a small 
fourteen acre subdivision known as Hillcrest. For 
over a hundred years, this small parcel of land is 

.̂  the site of a variety of residential building 
•^styles from old Victorian to several modes of 

Spanish Colonial Revival. Until recently, this 
neighborhood was little more than rows of houses 
anchored by an abandoned department store. When 

- plans to move the central public library into the 
store were thwarted, the city hired McMillan/Odmark 
& Thelan developers to work with the residents of 

••-, ,yi-_iM«̂ .̂ ai«: - Hillcrest in an effort to reestablish the commercial 
''liiIt"̂ *̂''"tC• I element within the small community. SGPA Architects 
'•"'•••••'"'"''• were hired for the design work. The resulting 

design follows Brownell's five characteristics in 
encouraging community. 

Elements of the differing styles were combined 
into the new construction vocabulary in order to 
express the inherent diversity of the neighborhood 
while at the same time reinforcing solidarity 
between the separate commercial and residential 
areas. A central axial pedestrian mall connecting 
the two functions provides a common inclusive 

>̂  element shared by residents, shoppers and employees, 
r^Smaller, landscaped parks branch off from the main 
pedestrian spine creating pockets of intimacy for 
residents to enjoy. The smallness of this community 

sis also respected in that no building old or new 
is allowed above four levels.[8] 



THESIS STATEMENT 

Humans by nature are social beings and have 
several strata of needs; all of which can be served 
where the built environment respects the individual 
and encourages communify; Images, ideas, experi
ences, and thought are all part of the architectural 
environment; yet without sensitivity to humans and 
human interaction, architecture is meaningless as it 
ceases to contribute quality to the built 
environment and multiplies the ill effects of 
urbanization. 'The built environment must answer to 
the human element to be architecture. Through 
community, architecture can give the individual 
meaning and significance within a mass society. 



CHAPTER TWO: 
Community Explored 

INTRODUCTION 

A university setting provides an excellent 
opprotunity to explore a community-oriented design. 
Traditionally, campuses can be viewed as self-
sufficient communities in themselves and also as a 
significant part of a surrounding community. Most 
campuses are not conceived as sets of predetermined 
competing plats like most muncipalities, but as one 
continuous site with complimentary buildings and 
grand pedestrian-oriented spaces. Indeed, 
universities are urban contexts designed for higher 
aspirations than economics and vehicular mobility. 
This chapter discusses the GOALS of a new School of 
Industrial Design for an existing College of Art. 

PROJECT STATEMENT 
In searching for a project capable of allowing 

the thesis to be explored, the following criteria had 
to be met. The first criteria was to find a reason 
for people to come and live and work together. 
Religion and recreation both are reasons that people 
form communities. Education, however, lends itself 
to intellectual reasons for community formation, 
allows the design of the place to reflect the 
exchange of ideas, and implies that multiple 
functions operate collectively within its boundaries. 
To explain how a School of Industrial Design allows 
the designer to explore the concept of community as 
discussed in Chapter One, Brownell's five 
chara::teristics of community will be the reference. 
Each characteristic serves as a criteria. 



1.) Intimacy. In a university setting, education, 
especially a design-oriented education, is 
accomplished with face-to-face interaction. 
Interaction at various levels of Intimacy is a 
design priority. 

2.) Diversity. Because the university setting often 
resembles a small, self-sufficint municipality, 
so must the individual school within the 
college, each ideally having resources unto 
themselves for completing their respective 
educational missions. Diversity is founded in 
educational institutions through educating 
students and in housing them. 

3.) Inclusiveness. Since the community cannot 
segregate itself from its members, criteria for 
clear communication between the major functions 
within the design school is important so that 
the users feel a part of the built environment 
and in touch with the goals of the school. 

4.) Solidarity. Many university campus plans are 
oriented to one main center with numerous other 
centers throughout an extensive composition. 
By having a localized, specific design focus, 
the designer enduces a special sense of place 
unique to the specific group of students. 
Solidarity is developed through pride in a 
symbolic built form. 

5.) Limits. By keeping the size of the intended 
user group low and the height of construction 
should also be kept low. In a community of 
buildings, it is important to remember that 
over-scaled buildings can imply the 
insignificance of other built eleiiients, not to 
mention users, thereby destroying the 
inclusiveness of a community. 



FACILITY MISSION STATEMENT 

The mission for the School of Industrial Design 
is threefold. The primary mission is the education 
of students in the discipline of systems and product 
design. Emphasis, placed on the creation and 
development of concepts and specifications, optmizes 
the appearance, efficiency, comfort and the mutual 
benefit of both the user and manufactuer. Special 
areas of study, concerned with human characteristics 
needs and interests, require detailed understanding 
of visual, tactile, safety and conveniece criteria. 
The students of the program will be searching for 
their own expression of optimum interactions between 
man and technology with mechanical systems and 
cultural patterns. Secondly, the school's mission 
intends to supply society with quality professionals 
to ever increasing market demands for product, 
mechanical systems, transportation, furniture, 
corporate graphic and packaging designers. Finally, 
the department mission, in response to the 
community, provides for cultural enrichment through 
the lending of its facilities for night classes, 
public, lectures and exhibitions, 
classes, public lectures and exhibitions. 



COURSE CURRICULA IN INDUSTRIAL DESIGN 

[The following curricular structure is a composite 
from several programs offered in North America 
including Auburn University and San Jose State 
University.] 

Freshman Year 

(G) Denotes General Education classes 
(C) Denotes Core Industrial Design classes 
(S) Denotes Curricular support classes 

(G) Math: Pre-calculus with Trigonometry 
Analytical Geometry & Calculus 

(G) English: Composition One 
Composition Two 
Composition Three 

(S) Sociology: Technology & Civilization One 
Technology & Civilization Two 

(S) Architecture: Careers in Design & Construction 
Computers in Architecture 

(C) INDS 110: Drawing Systems 
Perspective Drawing 
Drawing for Design & Productlon(S) 

(S) 

INDS 110 
INDS 111 
INDS 112 
Elective 



Sophomore Year 

(S) Developmental Psychology 
(G) Principles of Economics 
(S) Introduction to Physics 
(G) Professional Speech Communication 
(S) Two Electives 
(C) INDS 210 

INDS 211 
INDS 212 
INDS 221 
INDS 223 

Principles of Industrial Design 
Principles of Industrial Design II 
Principles of Industrial Design III 
Materials and Techniques 
Industrial Design Methods 

Junior Year 

(S) Technical Writing 
(S) Principles of Marketing 
(S) Art History Elective 
(S) Three Electives 
(C) INDS 307 

INDS 308 
INDS 310 
INDS 311 
INDS 312 
INDS 385 

Senior Year 

Anthropometry 
Design Workshop 
Concept Development 
Concept Develpoment II 
Packaging Design 
Seminar in Industrial Design 

(S) Psychology and Design 
(S) Two Electives 
(C) INDS 410 

INDS 411 
INDS 412 
INOS 415 
INDS 420 
INDS 485 

Systems Design 
Advanced Design Problems 
Design Thesis 
History of Industrial Design 
Professional Practice 
Advanced Industrial Design Seminar 



COURSES OFFERED BY THE SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL DESIGN 

UNDERGRADUATE 

INDS 110: Drawing Systems- Visual exploration, 
communication of mechanical design 
principles. 

INDS 111: Perspective Drawing- Introduction to 
drawing systems utilized in product 
design and fabrication. 

INDS 112: Drawing for Design and Produciton-
Advanced Production design communication 
with emphasis on production design and 
fabrication. 

INDS 210: Principles of Industrial Design- Visual 
communication perception theory, design 
fundamentals, color, figure, 
organization, movement, and balance, 
proportion, and rhythm. 



INDS 211: Principles of Industrial Design II- An 
extention of principles encountered in 
INDS 210. 

INDS 212: A study and analysis of Industrial Design 
fundamentals. 

INDS 221: Materials and Techniques- Properties and 
uses of various materials in 
manufacturing and a study of the machine 
tool processes used by industry. 
Survey from the designer's viewpoint. 

INDS 223: Industrial Design Methods- Methods and 
organization procedures employed on the 
analysis and solution of design problems. 
Survey of philosophies and theories of 
design. 

INDS 307: Anthropometry- Survey and introduction 
to the field of body measurement and' 
movements in relation to design. 

INDS 308: Design Workshop- Modelmaking, creative 
modeling study models, presentation 
models, mockups and prototypes. 

INDS 310: Concept Development- Emphasis on concept 
development using drawing and rendering 
skills for idea communication and 
presentation. 

INDS 311: Product Design- Product designs 
utilizing principles of design 
methodology from idea stages to working 
models. 

INDS 312: Industrial Design/Packaging- Packaging, 
Trademark and corporate identity 
programs. Exhibit and display figures. 

INDS 385: Seminar in Industrial Design. 
^ Study of selected topics in Industrial 

Design. 
INDS 410: System: Design- Design or redesign of 

products and systems. 



INDS 411: Advanced Problems- Design or redesign of 
products and systems of advanced 
complexi ty. 

INDS 412: Design Thesis- A project involving all 
design phases, project of the student's 
own selection and approved by the 
instructor. Presentation of graphics and 
models and written explanations and oral 
presentation before a design jury. 
Thesis material may be retained by the 
School for one year. 

INDS 415: History of Industrial Design- Design from 
the first Industrial Revolution to the 
present with emphasis of the relationship 
between design, science, art, 
technology and the humanities. 

INDS 420: Professional Practice- Studies in office 
organization, contracts, reports, 
professional ethics, time planning, 
product litigation, cost estimating, 
patent policy^ and related research 
areas. 

ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE/GRADUATE COURSES 

INDS 485: Seminar in Industrial Design- Development 
of individual projects, research, design 
reports on approved topics. 

INDS 516: History of Industrial Design II- Design 
from the beginnings of artifacts to the 
first Industrial Revolution, with 
emphasis on the relationship between 
design and science, art, technology and 
the humanities. 

INDS 586: Case Studies in Design- Design projects 
of artifacts and records, by interation 
with professionals responsible for the 
phases of the project and by class 
discussions of this data "and its 
implications. Focus on sociological 
relevancy of the artifacts. 



GRADUATE COURSES IN INDUSTRIAL DESIGN 

INDS 601: Principles of Design- The comprehensive 
principles of form quality with emphasis 
of these principles to the technical and 
human factors of artifacts and to the 
human visual environment. 

INDS 605: Design Management- Industrial design 
project management and development with 
emphasis on the interrelationship of 
management concepts of research, 
production planning, production and 
marketing. 

INDS 606: Human Factors in Design- A theoretical 
and empirical examination of human 
factors (anthropometrics, biotechnology, 
engineering psychology, behavioral 
cybernetics, ergonomics) as applied to 
man/machine environment systems. 

INDS 608: Aesthetics in Design- Aesthetics in 
context of the designed environment, 
economy, such as non-verbal and object 
language and semantics. Gestalt and 
perception systems, information 
aesthetics and consumer product safety. 

INDS 610: Design Theory- An examination of design 
theory and philosophies related to 
technical artifacts and man-machine 
systems. Comparative studies of 
unifying theories in art, science, 
design, technology and the humanities. 

INDS 511: Design Methodology- Industrial design 
methodologies and scientific methods 
employed in research, analysis, 

'* synthesis, and evaluation in 
comprehensive design problems. Emphasis 
on creativity and innovation. 



INDS 613: Human Factors in Design II- Systems 
'• approach and interdisciplinary team work 
* to design problem inquiries into.details 
* of subsystems, components and parts with 

emphasis on the relationships of the human 
performance of technical systems to 
optimal human factor effects. 

•INDS 620: Research Thesis- Synthesizing studies of 
research analysis and application based 
on an interdisciplinary concept. The 
project context is according to the 
student's interest from one of several of 
industrial housing, package design, 
corporate communications, transportation 
design, exhibition design and systems 
implementation. Emphasis on the 
relationships of products and systems to 
those who use them. 

CULTURAL CONTEXT STATE T 

The University of North Texas, a major 
liberal-arts college in Denton, Texas, (pop. 67,000 
lies about forty miles north of Dallas (See vicinty 
map this chapter). The existing campus plan 
consists of a central pedestrian block containing 
the older university buildings surrounded by 
tendrils and Islands of dormitories and newer 
college buildings which extend in all directions 
into low density residential and commercial 
neighborhoods. Unlike most campus plans formed 
around grandios pedestrian malls with strict 



boundaries, the unexpected growth has caused the UNT 
campus to intertwine with its surroundings in order 
to expand. The resulting context, developed over 
the past century, is very organic and intimate in 
nature. Houses of professors, students and citizens 
share narrow tree-lined streets with larger 
university buildings without feelings of competition 
of political overpowering. The relationship between 
UNT and Denton follows in the same steps as quoted 
by Mayor Stevens: 

"Types of attractions available here such 
as mauor college athleric activities and 
outstanding cultural events normally are 
not found in a community this size. The 
internationally renown One O'clock Lab 
Band of the UNT School of Music 
regularly holds Jazz Fest concerts in 
the city park in addition to its campus 
performances. The University cooperates 
with the community by offering its 
football stadium for a region-wide 
Fourth of July Fireworks activity 
sponsored by the Denton Kiawanas Club. 
The University has an interlocal 
agreement with Denton High School for 
football games and other athletic events 
in University facilities. ...A hearing 
impairment clinic at the UNT is 
available for all citizens. Town and 
Gown people work closely together on 
combined community enhancement 
activities such as United Way, YMCA, Boy 
Scouts, church, and significant other 
programs. A common goal is a better 
quality of life in this community that 
has learned to cooperate affectively." 



RESPONSE TO THE BUILT CONTEXT 

In his book, A New Theory of Urban Design, 
Christopher Alexander, establishes seven guidelines 
for the development of a cohesive urban fabric. 
Alexander sites the evolution of Medieval European 
cities as the foundation for this theory. 
Even though the theory is broken down into rules and 
somewhat resembles a cook book, all the rules are 
achored in communal concepts. 

The first rule of piecemeal growth states that 
urban growth must be incremental in nature to insure 
balanced amounts of small, medium and large projects 
thus allowing for community diversity. The second 
rule states that every building design must identify 
with a larger "whole" suggesting that many small 
units emerge as cooperative entities to create 
community solidarity. Solidarity is evoked by 
Rule Seven which expresses that each design must 
create "wholes" on several orders. The third rule 
is somewhat intangible In that designs are to be 
visionary by nature and is only related to community 
by creating pride in built environment. Rules four 
and five coalesce in the communal ideas of intimacy 
and interaction. Respectively, the creation of 
public space and the relation of building component 
placement emersed in the context serve to complete 
the built expressions of community. [10] 

The addition of the School of Industrial Design 
to the College of Art will present a unique 
opportunity to extend the delicate community 
relationships already at work in Denton. The actual 
site for the project lies to the east of the Art and 
Drama buildings along Welch Street between West 
Mulberry and Chestnut. West Sycamore provides a 
potentially important vehicular axis to the east of 
the site while ^ pedestrian axis extends to the west 
into the heart of the campus. This site location 
also offers an excellent opportunity to explore 
Alexander's principles as stated above. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
A c t i v i t y Analysis 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is divided into three parts; a 
brief account of the participants, a glossary of 
activities, and an activity relationship matrix. 
The glossary is further divided into curricular, 
curricular support, extra-curricular and residential 
activities to be addressed in the design. To 

•further aid and inspire the designer, each glossary 
listing is then broken down into three areas; a 
definiton (Def), related activities and/or concepts 
(Rel), Environmental and activity requirements 
(Req), and finally, a listing of the participants 
(Par). It is intended that this chapter present the 
FACTS pertinent to the operation of the project, 

THE PARTICIPANTS 

A student body of three hundred is estimated for 
the normal spring and fall semester enrollment at 
the UNT School of Industrial Design. They are 
broken down by class as follows: 90 freshmen, 70 
sophomores, 60 juniors, 60 seniors and 20 graduate 
students. A student to professor ratio of 17:1 is 
expected to be maintained thus allowing for 17-18 
professors. In addition, an administrative staff of 
10 will also be employed. Their titles are as 
follows, 1 department head, 1 assistant department 
head, 5 office staff personnel, 1 libriarian, 1 
machine shop attendant, 1 photography lab attendant. 
Visiting dignitaries as well as small crowds in 
excess of 300 are expected from time to time. 



GLOSSARY OF CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 

B Educating/teaching-

def- Process by which a moral and mental discipline 
is transferred to a student in preparation of 
a special profession or vocation, 

rel- developing minds, instructing, directing, 
guidance, scholarship, edification, 
enlightenment, explanation 

, req- interaction between students of related and 
non-related fields, professors, professional 
environment, local and campus communities, and 
access to information, acoustics, 

par- students, professors, visiting dignitaries 

I Lecturing-
def- a formal interchange of thoughts in spoken 

words to an audience, 
rel- speech discourse, verbalization, articulation, 

voicing, address, expressing, oration 
; req- Acoustics, distances from speaker to spectator, 

visual aid options, light control of 
speaker, 

par- all college members, various group sizes of 
20-300 + " 

• Grading Projects, papers, exams 
def- the evaluation and rating of school work 
rel- to arrange in orderly series, class, sort, 

read 
req- low level of distraction, written and/or oral 

evaluations, 
par- professors, some teaching-assistant grading of 

tests 



Researching 
def- to undertake a deep study or investigation, 

compilation of information in thorough 
examination of source material, 

rel- seeking knowledge, quest for facts, query, 
inspection, exploration 

req- access to documented, organized and classified 
stored information, surfaces for collecting, 
reading and writing about source material, 
access to photocopier, 

par- # of possible researchers (students/professors) 
divided by daily hours of operation = 23 
1 librarian 

Discussing 
def- to present and consider all the arguments for 

and against or exchange views about a subject 
or issue, 

rel- Pros and cons, debate, reasoning, conference 
req- temporary display space, chalk board, light 

control for visual aids, possibility of circular 
seat arrangement 

par- 1-2 professors, 5-20 students, visiting 
dignitaries 

Writing r 
def- to express thoughts, ideas, conclusions on 

paper through words 
rel- to draft, inscribe, document, print, publish, 

type, compose, edit 
req- low degree of distraction, access to compiled 

information, thoughful surroundings, access to 
typewriter, wordprocessor, sound insulation 

par- 1 writer (student/professor), 1 writing 
consultant 



Desk-top Publishing 
def- to make known by announcing or proclaiming In 

written form. 
rel- see writing 
req-
par-

Learning 
def- acquiring knowledge though study and 

instruction, assimilating facts or 
information, to gain understanding 
see education rel 

req 
par all students, and to some extent everyone else 

associated with the institution 

Designing 
def- to skillfully, methodically and/or artfully 

configure an object, scheme, system, graphic, 
etc...into a final solution to a problem. 

rel- delineate, create, Invent, arrange parts 
according to an ordering principle. 

req- work space, north light is ideal, access to 
condensed information, access to drafting 
board, tools, flat files, commpressed air 
supply for air brushing, access to water for 
painting, vertical, horizontal layout space, 
art supply storage, adequate light. 

Par- 1-2 designers per workstation, plus 1-2 design 
consultants (students, professors, visiting 
professionals) 

Taking notes 
def- the recording of mental reminders, finding 

essence of critical points of presented 
information. 

rel- lecturing, discussions, see writing 
req- adequate light source even duriirg visual aid 

usage, horizontal writing surface. 
Par- see lecture 



Displaying 
def- to exhibit projects for the purpose of oral 

presentations and professor/professional 
evaluations, 

rel- grading, presenting, discussing 
req- requires both vertical and horizontal surfaces 

of material not damaged by tacking, nailing or 
stapling, spot-lighting, security, 

par- students in studio (up to 20 ), professors, 
visiting critics. 

Presenting 
def- oral explanation of a displayed project to a 

group of critics 
rel- exhibit, displaying, grading, discussion 
req- seating for class and jury, writing surfaces 
par- students, up to 20, professors, visitors 

critics 

Drawing 
def- to represent an object or idea in a picture or 

lined figure, process of expressing by freehand 
design 

rel- drafting, designing, engineering 
req- access to object being drawn, drawing utensils, 

supplies, flat files, supplies, storage 
Par- student at studio, in drawing practice class, 

other student or instructor consultant 

Drafting 
def- to represent an object or idea in a picture or 

line figure using mechanical drawing techniques 
and tools, 

rel- drawing, displaying, designing, engineering, 
planning 

req- access to compiled information, drafting, 
table, tools, adequate diffused light (natural 
north of fluorescent), considerations for long 
hours and late nights, security of tools, 
Jjooks, work, equipment, appliances such as 
refrigerators, coffeemakers. 

par- see designing 



Engineering 
def- the science and art of making and using 

machinery, products, systems, etc. within working 
physical parameters, 

rel- drawing, drafting, designing, finding viable 
balance between aesthetics and function 

req- access to product and material component 
specifications, mathematical calculation, low 
distraction level 

Par- see designing 

Testing 
def- that by which the nature or quality of anything 

is tried 
rel- engineering, designing 
req- access to testing facilities, aerodynaminc 

effiency, degree of human operator orientation 
par- 1-2 observers, machinery operator 

Documenting 
def- to make a record of; to set down for future 

reference; to preserve for mechanical 
reproduction 

rel- photography, reproduction, archives, 
req- precise light control, photography and visual 

aid equipment storage, film developing, storing 
slides 

par- one attendant, room for 2 students, 
photographers, slide tray assembler 

Model making/crafting 
def- manipulating materials into the expression of 

an idea or final product using manual, mental 
and mechanical skills and,tools 

rel- designing, drafting, presenting, delivering 
req- both manual and power assisted too'ls for 

cutting and adhesing/joining raw materials 
par- one shop attendant, 25 users. 



GLOSSARY OF CURRICULAR SUPPORT ACTIVITIES 

• Administrating 
def- act or process of managing within the executive 

department of an institution 
rel- govern, leadership, organization, hierarchy 
req- office space 
par- dept. head, asst. dept. head, 17 professors, 

staff, student employees and volunteers 

• Communicating 
def- to exchange ideas, through speech, writing or 

signals, distributing information 
rel- typing, copying 
req- multi-line telephone system, communication with 

public, media, university, faculty, and 
students through letters, phone calls, 
newsletters, publications, fliers, brochures, 

etc. 
par- dept. head, admin, staff, student volunteers. 

• Meeting in committee 
def- a gathering of a group of persons appointed to 

attend to some particular activity of an 
organization or institution 

rel- administrating, preparing, refreshments 
req- large discussion table, access to coffee, 

refreshments 
par- same 

• Document storage/ filing 
def- a systematic organization of records and papers 
rel- communicating 
req- fire proofing, ad staff access only; security 
par- admin, staff, student volunteers/ employees 



Typing/copying 
def- to produce/reproduce written communication by 

means of a machine 
rel- communicating, filing 
req- sound insulation, separation from water 

source, access to word processors, 
photocopier, filing cabinets, etc. 

par- ad staff 

Informal dining/discussion 
def- consumption of a quick lunch/ exchange views 

vi a conversation 
rel- preparing refreshments 
req- access to kitchenette 
par- faculty, staff 

Waiting for appointments, meetings, receiving 
visitors 

def- in anticipation of an event 
rel- meeting, administrating, communicating, reading, 
req- access to seating, light reading materials, 

mailboxes, brochuere stand 
par- faculty, staff, students, visitors 

Preparing refreshments 
def- to make ready light food and drink 
rel- meetings, dining, discussing 
req- storage for perishable, non-perishable 

foodstuffs, utensils, and trays, preparation 
surfaces, access to coffeemaker, microwave, 
refrigerator, can opener, vending machines. 

par- faculty, staff 



GLOSSARY OF EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 
• Studying/socailizing 

def- act of using a personal network to acquire 
knowledge/student gatherings of an informal 
nature 

rel- reviewing materials, conversations, reading, 
contemplation, snacking . 

req- varied levels of interaction from singular to 
small study groups of four, seating, tables, 
access to vending machines 

par- 50 students 

• Student organizational meetings 
def- the housing of student leadership and 

communication with organization members 
rel- dept. admin, smaller lecture rooms 
req- office space 
Par- assume 25% student involvement 

Snacking/vending 
def- the buying and consumption of pre-packaged 

foods and drinks 
rel- studying, entering, designing 
req- access to vending machines, access to 

receiving 
par- all building users, machine supplier 

• Shipping, receiving 
def- act of delivering mail, parcels, vending foods, 

supplies, materials to and sending away from 
bui Iding 

rel- vending, crafting, maintaining 
req- easy ramp access for dollys and/or raised 

p-latform for transferance of materials at truck 
level, table for packaging, unpacking goods 

par- ad staff, shop supervision 



Entering/orienting 
def- setting oneself to correct relationship to some 

standard of organization 
rel- welcoming, studying, circulating, formal 

lecturing, exhibiting, advertising, studying 
req- clear communication with major public functions 
par- all building users, visitors 

Advertising 
def- informal form of public communication 

describing dates and times of events, goods and 
services for sale, job opportunities, etc. 

rel- entering, studying, circulating 
par- random building users 

Maintaining facility 
def- to keep in a state of good repair 
rel- recieving storing supplies, recycling, trash 

elimination 
req- separation from public areas 
par- janitorial team (assume three) 

Retaining projects 
def- school policy keeping projects up to 

one year 
rel- documenting, exhibition 
req- fire proofing, security, student, access with 

supervision 
par- 1-2 at a time 

Vehicle parking 
def- temporary storage of private transportation 
rel- entering 
req- protection from sun, easy access to 

administrative and public areas 
par- faculty, ad staff, visitors, housed students, 

temporary, delivery vehicles 



Discharging wastes 
def- necessary biological function of life as we 

know it 
rel- circ, entering, studying 
req- easily found, but not too obvious, temporary 

book storage, quick ventalation, water 
resistant surfaces 

par- space for 8 minimum near auditorium 
2 minimum for ad staff 
10 elsewhere 

GLOSSARY OF RESIDENTIAL ACTIVITIES 
Sleeping 
def- a natural temporary period of almost complete 

unconsciousness in which the body rests and 
regenerates 

rel- dressing, storing valuables, reading, studying 
req- sound insulation, privacy, easy access to 

bathing faci11 ties 
par- accomodations for 60 students and 3 faculty,or 

married student couples 

Bathing 
def- act of preparing one's physical appearance for 

the day 
rel- sleeping, socializing 
req- plumbing adjacency with other types of or 

similar fixtures 
par- one occupant or guest 



Cooking/dining 
def- act of preparing and consuming a light meal 

not supplied by campus housing services 
rel- socializing, circ 
req- 24 hour common access for all residents, built-

in appliances, resident assistant supervision 
par- occupant and/or guests up to twenty per 

location 

Washing clothes/linens 
def- process of maintaining existing wardrobes as a 

socially acceptable form of envelope 
rel- circ, plumbing adjacency 
req- washing/drying machines, drier vent to 

exterior, folding table, hanging rods, ironing 
boards 

par- all residents 

Socializing 
def- communal activity whereby humans interact to 

form primary contact groups 
rel- circ, cooking 
req- media communications, exterior recreation 
par- all residents primarily in groups according to 

suite 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 
Spacial Requirements 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is presented in three parts. 
First is a listing of spacial reqirements derived 
from the activity analysis in Chapter Three. The 
spacial requirements are presented in glossary 
form and are further analyzed from three points of 
view, a definition (Def), activities housed by said 
space (Act), and the square footage requirements 
(req). These spaces, like the activities, are 
categorized into Curricular, Curricular Support, 
Extra-curricular and Residential designations. 
Secondly, a space relationship matrix to serve 
the designer is a guide to determine the 
placement of spaces in relationship to each other. 
And last is the economic analysis representing a 
budget. The NEEDS of the project are emphasized in 
this chapter. 

CURRICULAR SPACES 

Auditorium for 320 
def- gathering/seating space for an audience focused 

on a given set of points in space where oral 
and/or visual information is provided and from 
which reproduced information is distributed. 

act- educating, lecturing, discussing, taking 
notes, exams, formal presentations and events. 

req- seating for 320 igoo sf 
(assume 80 bachelor and master graduates and 
four graduation ceremony attendants per 
graduate at 5.3 sf per person and 200 sf stage 
space). 



Lecture halls 
def- see definition of auditorium 
act- see activites for auditorium 
req- one lecture space for each class 

Freshman: seating for 90 at 577 sf 
Sophomore: seating for 70 at 470 sf 
Junior: seating for 60 at 420 sf 
Senior: seating for 60 at 420 sf 
Graduate: seating for 20 at 120 sf 

Design studio 
def- all-purpose student office/work space, hub of 

educational activity for the school, security 
of studio and Individual design stations 
required 

act- educating, learning, discussing, writing, 
crafting, designing, displaying, informal 
presentations, drawing, drafting, engineering, 
studying, painting, limited food preparation 
and storage, socializing, consulting 

req- studios to house classes of 20 maximum, 17 
optimum. Design stations are constructed of 
45"x35" (approx 11 sf) modules and as higher 
level students require access to a greater 
amount of tools, supplies, information, etc... 
each student is allocated more space based on 
modules. 

Frosh: 11 sf x 4 modules 
per studio = 1012 
total of 90 studen 

Soph: 11 sf X 4.5 module 
students per studi 
for a total of 70 

Junior: 11 sf x 5 modules 
per studio = 880 x 
total of 60 studen 

Senior: 11 sf x 5.5 module 
students per studi 
for a total of 60 

Grad: 11 sf x 6 modules 
X 1 studio = 

= 44 sf x 23 students 
X 4 studios for a 
ts = 4048 sf 
s = 49.5 X 18 
0 = 890 X 4 studios 
students = 3560 sf 
= 55 sf X 15 students 
4 studios housing a 

ts = 3520 sf 
s = 61 sf X 16 
0 = 976 X 4 studios 
students,= ...3904 sf 
= 66 sf X 20 students 

1320 s' 



Discussion/seminar 
def- informal studio gathering area for students and 

professors- preferably round table seating, 
act- discussing, sketching, formal presenting, 

studying, taking notes, periodic napping, 
socializing, displaying, grading 

req- undergraduate studios shall share discussion 
areas between two studios 
Fresh- spaces for 30 x 14 sf= 420 sf 

420 sf X 2 locations = 840 sf 
Soph- space for 20 x 14 sf = 280 sf 

280 sf X 2 locations = 560 sf 
Junior space for 18 x 14 sf = 252 sf 

252 sf X 2 locations = 504 sf 
Senior space for 18 x 14 sf = 252 sf 

252 sf X 2 locations = 504 sf 
Grad- space for 25 x 14 sf = 226 sf 

Research library 
def- storage and access space for organized 

information to be used as the beginning of the 
design process and for the foundation of 
papers and essays. 

act- learning, reading, copying, writing, taking 
notes, storing, information 

req- storage for ten thousand volumes at .138 sf per 
volume = 1380 sf 
card cat = 60 sf 
6 tables for 4 students (80 sf x 6)= 480 sf 
photocopier , 30 sf 
librarian desk and storage 150 sf 
subtotal 2109 sf 



Exhibition gallery 
def- a highly public yet secure honorary project 

display space 
act- formal presenting, displaying, contemplating 
req- wall and floor space for 23 projects (assume 

width = 30" ) 86.5' / 4 walls = 21.56/wan 
squared = 465 sf 

Computer lab 
def- a classroom for 20 students and one^lecturer 

with room for a common output station 
act- CAD/ word processing, publishing, typing, 

printing, plotting, lecturing 
req- computer and user require twelve sf plus 4 sf 

layout = 16 sf X 20 = 320 sf 
output devices= 53 sf 
lecture/ chalk board= 40 sf 
circ 80 sf 
subtotal 500 sf 

Machine shop 
def- a large, noisy space containing various types 

of machine tools for the construction of 
project models or finished products. 

act- crafting, buildings, manipulation of materials, 
using hand/power tools, testing, storing tools, 
receiving materials/supplies 

req- tool storage and supplies 100 sf 
shop attendant desk 30 sf 
work tables at 80 sf each x 8 tables = 640 sf 
floor machines 500 sf 
subtotal 1270 sf 



Wind tunnel 
def- a high air velocity motion simulator to test 

aerodynatnics of model transportation devices 
act- testing 
req- observation, control booth 100 sf 

wind chamber 10x30 = 300 sf 
fans and motors 30 sf 
subtotal 430 sf 

Photography studio 
def- a secure space for the production of 

portfolios, film processing storage of slides 
and medi a equipment 

act- documenting, staring slides, media, film 
developing 

req- attendant desk and storage 150 sf 
worktable 80 sf 
slide files 100 sf 
dark room 100 sf 
photography 250 sf 
subtotal 630 sf 

CURRICULAR SUPPORT SPACES 
Reception 
def- primary visitor information source, pre/post 

meeting Interaction space, waiting 
act- welcoming, waiting, receiving mail, reading, 

typing 
req- seating for five with table 15 sf x 5 = 75 sf + 

15 sf = 91 sf 
reception/secretary desk and files= 56 sf 
28 mailboxes (12"xl8" x 4 stacks of 7 = ) 6 sf 
pre-post meeting 1nteraction/circulation= 50 sf 
subtotal 203 sf 



Conference/ committee meeting 
def- official place where most department policies 

and decisions will be discussed, debated, and 
agreed upon 

act- formal meetings, portfolio review 
req- large conference table 

and seating for 20 110 sf 
4' circ around table, refreshment table 120 sf 
subtotal 330 sf 

Copyroom/staff workroom 
def- space easily accessible by faculty and 

administrative staff for the reproduction and 
binding of reports, .fliers, memos, letters, etc. 
Beware of BeelzeBob Perl, he'll make your hair curl! 

act- publishing, copying, communicating 
req- worktable and work space 80 sf 

copier 15 sf 
workspace 10 sf 
subtotal 105 sf 

Kitchenette 
def- a small room or an alcove fitted with the 

essential conveniences of a kitchen 
act- storing and preparing foodstuffs, vending, 

snacking 
req- linear alignment of refrigerator, microwave 

oven, sink, counter space, vending machines 
12' X 8' = 96 sf 

Faculty lounge 
def- an Informal sitting room 
act- informal meetings, receptions, lunching 
req- two dining tables with seating for four each 80 

sf X 2 = 160 sf 
conversation area with seating...,300 sf 
refreshment/buffet table 20 sf 
Subtotal 480 sf 



• Offices 
def- place of public and private business 
act- discussing, grading, reading, writing, 

research, intimate conversation 
req- 120 sf x 20 professors 2400 sf 

200 sf X 2 department heads 400 sf 
Subtotal 2800 sf 

• Document storage 
def- a fire-proof room and/or filing equipment for 

the retainage and organization of official 
documents and records 

act- filing 
req- 17"x72"= 8.5 sf x 5 cabinets= 42.5 sf 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR SPACES 
• Entry/Lobby 

def- the most public area of a building, place where 
first impressions of college members as a whole 
are formed 

act- orientation, circulating, displaying 
req- visual access to major public functions 

300 sf 

• Student lounge 
def- social/interaction hub of school. 
act- studying, socializing, discussing, drawing, 

snacking, reading, pre-event space involving 
all department members 

req- seating for 24 at tables and chairs 324 sf 
16 at couches 225 sf 

Subtotal 550 sf 

• Vending 
def- small alcove, yet visible space for food 

vending and public telephones, 
act- advertising, communicating 
req- 3 machines at 3'x4' + 5' circulation 95 sf 



• Horizontal/vertical circulation 
def- walking plane connection between all functional 

entities 
act- interacting, waiting (for elevators) climbing 

stairs, walking, smoking cigarettes 
req- estimation from total 8% of building sf 

Subtotal= 36,026 x .08 = 2882 sf 

• Janitorial 
def- space for the storage of cleaning equipment and 

supplies 
req- 50 sf at three locations 150 sf 

I Project archives 
def- fireproof space housing design projects of high 

quality for later documentation 
req- 40"x50" flat files + 40" shared aisle for 

drawer with shelves above 
21 sf x 28 files = 588 sf 

I Shipping/receiving 
def- primary point of entry for vending and 

janitorial supplies and mail 
req- worktable at 60 sf 

circulation 40 sf 
Subtotal 100 sf 

• Restrooms 
req- assume 150 females/ 8 hour peak use period = 

facilities for 18x3 locations= 6 toilets at 
135 sf + 2 lavatories at 38 sf = 155 sf x 6 
locations = 930 sf 
Faculty toilets= 4 toilets + 1 lavatory = 
109 sf X 2 locations = - 218 sf 



RESIDENTIAL SPACES 
Living suite: 
def- a connected group of rooms arranged or designed 

to be used as a unit. 
act- sleeping, socializing, snacking, studying, 

media communications, bathing etc. 
req- common living area at 225 sf 

two shared bathrooms at 50 sf x 2= 100 sf 
four private bed chambers with room 
for a bed, desk, chair, closet and free 
floorspace at 110 sf each 
two resident assistant offices at..100 sf each 
Subtotal 765 sf x 15 units 
for 60 students = 11675 sf 

Shared kitchen/dining 
def- a common room for the prearation, storage 

cooking and consumption of food 
req- kitchen appliances and workspace 100 sf 

seating for 10 135 sf 
Subtotal 235 sf 

Laundry 
def- a room equipped with one or more washing 

machines, driers, ironing boards, etc., for 
household linen effects 

req- 60 hours of laundry use per weekend/16 hours of 
daylight use= 4 washers and driers 
8 machines at 9 sf each = 72 sf 
folding table and workspace= 95 sf 
Subtotal 167 sf 

Entry/mailboxes 
req 100 sf 



• circulation 
req- estimate at 8% of total residential sf.. 

12177 sf X .08 = 974 sf 

B Three faculty/ married student apartments 
req- studio/living/dining 250sf 

kitchen 75 sf 
bath 60 sf 
bedroom 100 sf 
Subtotal 485 sf each 1455 sf 

OTHER 

• Vehicular parking 
req- department faculty parking for 30 

temporary parking for 5 
residential parking for 63 
any existing parking absorbed by project 
Subtotal 100 cars 

I Mechanical Equipment 
req- 1% of total sf 

School sf = 38908 sf x .01= 389 sf 
Housing sf =14606 sf x .01 = 146 sf 



SPACE SUMMARY 

CURRICULAR SPACES 

Auditorium 1900 sf 

Freshman 
Lecture One 577 sf 
Design Studio 1 thru 4 at 1012 each 4048 sf 
Seminar 1 and 2 at 420 sf each 840 sf 

Sophomore 
Lecture Two 470 sf 
Design Studio 5 thru 8 at 890 each 3560 sf 
Seminar 3 and 4 at 280 sf each 560 sf 

Junior 
Lecture Three 420 sf 
Design Studio 9 thru 12 at 880 sf each 3520 sf 
Seminar 5 and 6 at 252 sf each 504 sf 

Senior 
Lecture Four 420 sf 
Design Studio 13 thru 16 at 976 sf each 3904 sf 
Seminar 7 and 8 at 252 sf each 504 sf 

Graduate 
Lecture Five 120'sf 
Design Studio 17 1320 sf 
Seminar 9 226 sf 

Research Library 2109 sf 
Gallery 465 sf 
Computer Lab 500 sf 
Machine Shop 1270 sf 
Wind Tunnel .' 430 sf 
Photography studio 630 sf 



CURRICULAR SUPPORT SPACES 

Reception 203 sf 
Conference 330 sf 
Staff workroom 105 sf 
Kitchenette 96 sf 
Faculty lounge 480 sf 
Offices 20 at 120 sf and 2 at 200 sf 2800 sf 
Document Storage 43 sf 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR 

Entry 300 sf 
Student Lounge 550 sf 
Vending 96 sf 
Circulation 2882 sf 
Janitorial 150 sf 
Project archives 588 sf 
Shipping dock 100 sf 
Restrooms 218 sf 
Mechanical 389 sf 

RESIDENTIAL SPACES 

Living suites for students- 15 at 765 sf....11475 sf 
Resident assistant offices- 2 at 100 sf 200 sf 
Shared Kitchen/Dining 235 sf 
Laundry 167 sf 
Entry 100 sf 
Circulation 974 sf 
Apartments 1455 sf 
Mechanical 146 sf 

TOTALS 

School of Industrial Design 39297 sf 
Residential facilities '. 14752 sf, 

Total sf for project 54049 sf 



SPACE RELATIONSHIP MATRIX 

SPACES 
^ Huditorium 
j^WLecture Halls 
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• W Project Archives 
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OTHER 

LEGEND 

H - d i r e c t r e l a t i o n s h i p - p o s s i b l e need f o r adjacency 
f - i n d i r e c t r e l a t i o n s h i p 

- n e u t r a l r e l a t i o n s h i p 
\ -negative relationship-need for separation 



TOTAL SQUARE FOOTAGES 
School of Industrial Design 39297 sf 
Residential facilities 14752 sf 

Total sf for project 54049 sf 

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

A. Building costs 54,049 sf at $ 55/sf = $ 2,972,695 
B. Fixed equip. ( 8% of A ) = $ 237,816 
C. Site devel. (15% of A ) = $' 445,904 

D. Total Construction = $ 3,656,415 
E. Site acquisition/demolition = $ 5,000 
F. Moveable Equip ( 8% of A ) = $ 237,.816 
G. Prof. Fees ( 6% of D ) = $ 219,384 
H. Contingencies (10% of D ) = $ 365,642 
J. Admin. Costs ( 1% of D ) = $ 36,564 

K. Total Budget Required ( D thru J ) = $ 4,520,821 



CHAPTER FIVE: 
The Problem Statement 

FUNCTION 
The new School of Industrial Design for the 

College of Art at the University of North Texas will 
house four major functions. Curricular (as per 
facility mission statement), curricular support (as 
required by any institution), extra-curricular (to 
satisfy student and community needs outside the 
curriculm) and housing (to help the designer 
complete a sense of community within the project). 

FORM 
Special attention should be directed toward the 

relationships formed between the above listed 
functions, the surrounding community and the 
exisitng campus plan. A wealth of architectural 
styles and materials comprise the existing context 
allowing the designer some freedom of expression. 
The rectangular site, which contains approximatley 
three times the required square footage, provides 
urban stresses which must be resolved without the 
application of unreasonable constraints. 

i i 



ECONOMY 
The square footage allotments within this 

program are liberal to a point. Increased economy 
of the design may manifest itself in climatologlcal 
sensitivity, increased efficiency, and the further 
combination of activities and spaces. 

TIME 
Being so closely associated with the existing 

College of Art building, both in proximity and 
function, it is conceivable that in the long run the 
School of Industrial Design could house additional 
design-oriented classes not directly associated with 
Industrial design. This concept could someday be 
taken to an extreme to the point of becoming a 
physical extention of the Art building. 

TEXAS TECH LIBRARY 
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